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forces be represented by a force R acting at the central point 0 together with two astatic couples whose arms are placed along the central lines Qy, Oz. Let the astatic moments be Z"2, K$.
Consider the origin 0 as one corner of an astatic triangle and produce the arms of the couples to very distant points B and (7, replacing the forces by two others, viz. G and JET, both very small. Then OBC is an infinitely large astatic triangle with rectangular forces. Let OJ9 = &, 0<7=c, then &<? = K* and cH=K5, also #=#. We shall now use this triangle to find the equation to the imaginary conic by the formula given in Art. 64.
Let T?, £ be the Cartesian coordinates referred to the rectangular axes OT/, Oz of any point. Let a, £, 7 be the areal coordinates of the same point referred to the infinitely large triangle OBC. Then a=l, /3 = ??/&, y = £]c. The conic
therefore reduces to                   7-6+ ,* o + 7,,=0.
jfV^"1        ^3*
We therefore infer (1) that the centre of the imaginary conic is the central point, (2) the principal diameters are the central lines of the system, (3) that the lengths of the principal semidiameters are Ar2\/-l/E and K.A*J -IfR.
Referring to Art. 86, we see that the imaginary conic is the same as the imaginary focal conic.
69. Ex. 1. If ABC be an astatic triangle with rectangular forces show that either central line makes an angle 6 with the side BC where
4AF2 (IPb COB 0 - G-c cos B)
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and A is the area of the triangle.
Ex. 2. If a triangle having its orthoccntro at the central point be projected orthogonally on the central plane, prove that the projection is a possible astatic triangle with rectangular forces, provided the self-conjugate circle projects into the
real conic                          ^ + Jt = ^.
7O. Transformation of tetrancdra. The forces being referred to one tetrahedron as AJBCD, it is required to refer them to any other tetrahedron as A'B'C'D'.
If the coordinates of the corners of the first tetrahedron with regard to the second are known, the transference may be effected at once by using the rule given in Art. 60. But if the coordinates of the second tetrahedron, with regard to the first are given, we may proceed in the following manner.
Let the tetrahcdral coordinates vtA'H'C'D' referred to the iirst tetrahedron be given by the diagram, and let the whole determinant be A.    Then the coordinates of A referred to the second tetrahedron are
the minors of the several terms in the row opposite A after     ' (    ^     Jl    Cj      1 division by A.   The coordinates of B are the minors of the terms in the row opposite B after divinion by A, and so on. The coordinates of the corners of the first tetrahedron are now known and the transference may be effected as before.
71.   Ex. 1.   If one corner as D be changed to D' without altering the opposite face show that the direction of the force at D' is parallel to the force at D, and that

